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Please ensure that all mobile phones and 
pagers are turned off. Photography and 
recording are strictly prohibited during 
performances. Our great acoustic means that 
even slight sounds can seem much louder. If 
you could help us to minimise unnecessary 
noise levels that may be disturbing to other 
patrons, such as crackling sweet wrappers, 
we’d really appreciate it. 

If you are suffering from a cough or cold, feel 
free to ask one of our Customer Experience 
Team members to reseat you close to the 
doors in case you need to leave the hall.

Kyra Humphreys director/violin 

Royal Northern Sinfonia 

RNS Moves 

Mendelssohn The Hebrides: Overture 

Takemitsu Toward The Sea II 

Joe Cutler Concerto Grosso                                     
Sage Gateshead commission (world premiere)

Interval 

RNS Moves 'Reworks'; Vivaldi La tempesta di mare 

Grace Williams Movements from Sea Sketches 

Handel Selections from Water Music Suites

 

Royal Northern Sinfonia, orchestra 
of Sage Gateshead, is the UK’s only 
full-time chamber orchestra. Founded 
in 1958, RNS has built a worldwide 
reputation for the North East through 
the quality of its music-making and 
the immediacy of the connections 
the musicians make with audiences.

The orchestra regularly flies the 
flag for the region at major festivals, 
including the BBC Proms, most 
recently performing Handel’s Water 
Music at Stage @theDock in 
Hull – the first Prom performed 
outside of London since 1930. They 
appear frequently at venues and 
festivals in Europe, including La 
folle journée in Nantes. In recent 
seasons they have toured to Vienna, 
Budapest, Istanbul and Tokyo.
RNS has worked with many 
international conductors and soloists 
including Christian Tetzlaff, Sir Roger 
Norrington, Paul McCreesh, Jess 
Gillam, Nicholas McGegan, Mahan 

Esfahani, Viktoria Mullova and Jessica 
Cottis, and also collaborated with 
leading popular voices such as Sting, 
Ben Folds, John Grant, Mercury Rev, 
Field Music and Maxïmo Park.

RNS has commissioned new music 
by David Lang, John Casken, 
Tansy Davies, Errollyn Wallen 
and James Weeks amongst 
others, and runs an annual Young 
Composers Competition.
In order to engage with the widest 
possible range of artists and 
audience, in 2018 RNS founded its 
inclusive ensemble RNS Moves, 
and also increasingly programmes 
accessible and relaxed performances 
throughout the season.

RNS has always been actively 
involved in local communities and in 
education. The orchestra regularly 
performs across the region in Kendal, 
Middlesbrough, Carlisle, Berwick and 
Sunderland. Musicians support young 

Royal Northern Sinfonia
Dinis Sousa Principal Conductor
Thomas Zehetmair Conductor Laureate
Lars Vogt, Julian Rachlin Principal Artistic Partners
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people learning musical instruments 
through Sage Gateshead’s Centre 
for Advance Training and through In 
Harmony Newcastle Gateshead.
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RNS Moves is a unique, inclusive ensemble which brings 
together musicians with and without disabilities to 
rehearse and perform here at Sage Gateshead. The group 
features members of Royal Northern Sinfonia performing 
alongside disabled musicians, including Clarence Adoo. 

Clarence was a trumpet player in Royal Northern Sinfonia 
before he was left paralysed from the neck down following 
a car accident. He now continues to play music using 
his electronic Headspace instrument. Here Clarence 
describes his involvement with RNS Moves, and what 
it has meant to him personally and professionally: 

“Royal Northern Sinfonia is a world-class orchestra and 
it’s a real challenge to be in an ensemble that is playing at 
that level for me physically. Mentally it is really rewarding.” 

RNS Moves came out of a join project with Candoco 
Dance Company, a world-leading professional 
dance company which includes disabled and non-
disabled dancers. RNS players wanted to learn about 
their inclusive practise, and explore whether as a 
group it was possible to match this musically. 

“We had an amazing, wonderful time with these fantastic 
dancers plus a great combination of six or seven RNS 
players and a few of my disabled friends, who we brought 
in to be part of that ensemble. As a group of musicians we 
really enjoyed ourselves, and the challenges we had of 
bringing the ensemble together. Everyone who came to 
hear us thought it was special.” Out of that project came 
RNS Moves, and the group was launched as a more regular 
ensemble during the RNS Big Birthday Bash in 2018, as 
part of the orchestra’s 60th Anniversary celebrations. 

RNS Moves
“There are no musical limits to our repertoire, and 
what we can achieve or arrange between us. It’s quite 
an eclectic group of instruments. As a group we’ve 
sometimes played with four string players, an oboe 
player, a modern Headspace instrument (offering a 
kind of electronic synthesiser sound or harpsichord), a 
saxophone and an electric guitar. Where the interest lies 
is how we take music that is well-known and adapt it 
ourselves. We connect our modern and inclusive building 
and instruments to the music from years ago, alongside 
new commissions and specially composed works.” 

“It is extremely rare across the world to have a 
combination of disabled musicians playing with able-
bodied musicians of this standard, mainly because 
of the practical challenges. The ensemble had to 
think of the structure it has for rehearsing and venues 
etc., and some of the traditional working ways of a 
conventional orchestra have had to be broken down 
and changed; there has been incredible flexibility.” 

“This is a real beacon of high-quality playing, unique 
around the world. We’ve created an inclusive group. It 
doesn’t matter if someone has a disability – music makes a 
connection to all of us and people can create on all levels.” 

Since its inception, RNS Moves has performed five times 
at Sage Gateshead. We have also auditioned nationwide 
to find more professional disabled musicians to join 
the pool of players for the group. The next stage is for 
RNS Moves to perform more regularly as part of our 
programme, and to work with national and international 
partners on larger collaborations and commissions. 
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Royal Northern Sinfonia

RNS 
Moves

Cello

Daniel Hammersley  
The Freeman Chair 
James Craig  
The Barnabas Chair 
Gemma Kost 
Katie Tertell

Double Bass

Philip Nelson  
The Anonymous Chair 
Katy Furmanski

Flute

Charlotte Ashton 
Helena Gourd

Oboe

Michael O’Donnell  
The Sylvia Fuller Chair 
David Benfield

Clarinet

Cristina Mateo
The Bragg Family Chair
Jill Allan

Principal Partners support the work of Royal Northern Sinfonia through an association with one of the 
orchestra’s Section Leaders, Principal or Sub-Principal Chairs. 

If you would like more information, please contact Natalie Heath, Development Manager on 0191 443 5038.
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Bassoon

Stephen Reay 
The Pyman Family Chair
Lawrence O’Donnell

Horn

Andrew Littlemore 
Jonathan Quaintrell-Evans 
The Richardson Family Chair

Trumpet

Richard Martin 
Anthony Johnson

Timpani

Jude Carlton

Harp

Celine Saout

Harpischord

Callum Anderson

First Violin

Kyra Humphreys  
The Christine Swales Chair 
Tamas Fejes 
Ian Watson 
Sarah Roberts
The Paula Cowley Chair  
Gongbo Jiang 
Thomas Jackson
Edward Pether 

Second Violin

Eva Aronian 
The Bucknill Chair 
Jenny Chang
The BA Summers Chair 
Alanna Tonetti-Tieppo 
Sophie Appleton 
John Garner
Wen Wang

Viola

Jane Atkins 
James Slater
The Rose Hajek Chair 
Tegwen Jones
The Skews Family Chair  
Chrissie Slater

Director/Violin

Tristan Gurney

Violin

 Siobhan Clough

Viola

Malcolm Critten
The Merle Rewcastle Chair

Cello

Steffan Morris
The Share Family Chair

Double Bass

Siân Hicks
The June & Vic Middleton Chair

Trumpet

Marion Craig
The Norris Chair

Piano

Rachel Starritt

Harp

Steph West

Recorder

Michelle Holloway

Headspace

Clarence Adoo



Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) 

Overture: The Hebrides (Fingal’s Cave)

Multi-talented Felix Mendelssohn 
came from an affluent and 
enlightened family and this young 
musician, artist and enthusiast of 
literature was encouraged to travel 
Europe, gleaning inspiration from the 
countries and their peoples, as well 
as from the landscapes that opened 
up before his eyes and inspired his 
watercolour sketches almost as much 
as his music. 

On a visit to London in 1829 he and a 
family friend, Karl Klingemann, who 
was then a diplomat in the capital, 
decided on a summer expedition 
north of the border with the hope of 
dropping in on Sir Walter Scott to pay 
their respects. 

First impressions of Scotland did not 
impress Mendelssohn; the sound of 
the bagpipes alarmed him and he 
noted gloomily that the Highlands 
“brew nothing but whisky, fog and foul 
weather”. 

That foul weather, however, was soon 
to play a major role in bringing a little 
musical masterpiece into the world. 

While on Scotland’s west coast, Felix 
and Karl took a steamship trip to the 
Hebridean island of Staffa with its 
spectacular natural formation opening 
onto the sea, Fingal’s Cave. The 

journey was a rough one, with the little 
craft being rolled by the waves, and 
most passengers – including Felix – 
were seasick. 

But this ordeal proved an inspiration 
when, as the boat drew near the 
island, Mendelssohn was confronted 
by the massive grandeur of the basalt 
pillars at the cavern’s threshold 
and the awe-inspiring cathedral 
dimensions of its roof. He swiftly 
jotted down the opening bars of 
a rhythmic theme inspired by the 
swelling of the waves, and a version of 
a concert overture was put on paper in 
December of that year. 

Mendelssohn revised it in 1832 and, 
after toying with several titles, settled 
on a tie between Die Hebridean and 
Fingals Höhle - The Hebrides and 
Fingal’s Cave. 

Mendelssohn was never one for 
composing music that readily 
translates into storylines or pictorial 
imagery, but the orchestral expression 
of the motion and changing moods 
of the waves ebbing and flowing into 
the great cave of Fingal, the legendary 
Celtic warrior, is inescapable in this 
particular creation. 

The overture even momentarily held 
in restraint the arrogance of Richard 

Sir Walter Scott
This visit to the distinguished author 
of the Waverley novels was a 
disappointment. They caught up with 
the great man just as he was leaving 
Abbotsford. Felix noted glumly 
that they “stared at him like fools, 
drove 80 miles and lost a day for 
the sake of, at best, one half-hour of 
superficial conversation”.

Wagner, ever scornful of Mendelssohn 
the man and musician, when he 
enthused that it was “one of the 
most beautiful pieces we possess”. 
Wagner, who was to pick up a few 
tips from Mendelssohn’s music for 
some scene-painting in his own works, 
added: “Wonderful imagination and 
delicate feeling are here presented 
with consummate art. Note the 
extraordinary beauty of the passage 
where the oboes rise above the other 
instruments in a plaintive wail, like 
winds over the sea”.

© Richard C. Yates
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Toru Takemitsu (1930 – 1996) 

Toward the Sea II
The Night - Moby-Dick - Cape Cod

“I feel that water and sound are similar” 
wrote the Japanese composer Toru 
Takemitsu. “We know water only in 
its transitory forms – rains, a lake, a 
river, or the sea. Music is like a river or 
sea. As many different currents create 
those oceans, so does music deepen 
our lives with constantly changing 
awareness.” It’s an observation 
that reflects upon Takemitsu’s 
whole creative aesthetic: he came 
from an established tradition of 
Japanese composers using “western” 
instruments but was largely self-
taught, listening to western classical 
music on American radio. Takemitsu 
frequently drew his ideas from images 
of nature, and his imagination ranged 
across western as well as Japanese 
art.  

In the case of Toward the Sea, the 
direct inspiration was Herman 
Melville’s Moby-Dick – naturally 
enough, since the piece was 
commissioned by Greenpeace in 1981 
as part of their international campaign 
against whaling. Takemitsu cited one 
particular line from Moby-Dick as a 
particular influence upon Toward the 
Sea:  

Let the most absent-minded of men be 
plunged in his deepest reveries...and he 
will infallibly lead you to water... Yes, as 
everyone knows, meditation and water 
are wedded together. 

Each of the work’s three short 
movements has a Melville-inspired 
title, but (as always with Takemitsu) 
they’re simply intended as prompts to 
the imagination, rather than anything 
more literal, though everything grows 
from a simple three-note motif: the 
notes E flat, E and A, which in German 
musical nomenclature spell the word 
SEA. Originally composed for alto flute 
and guitar, Takemitsu later created a 
version in which the guitar replaced 
by a harp and the lush (but endlessly 
subtle) colours of a string orchestra: 
Toward the Sea II. But in whatever form 
it takes, it remains - as the composer 
himself once put it - a “homage to the 
sea, which creates all things”.

© Richard Bratby

Joe Cutler

This new Concerto Grosso pairs RNS 
Moves as soloists, (or ‘concertino’) 
alongside the collective strings 
and timpani of the Royal Northern 
Sinfonia (or ‘ripieno’). The relationship 
between both parties is multi-faceted; 
sometimes in harmony, sometimes 
adversarial, often playful and 
inquisitive.

When starting to compose this piece, 
I wanted to find out more about the 
people with whom I was collaborating, 
so I sent a few questions to the 
members of RNS Moves. One of 
those questions was: “what are your 
favourite sounds”. A number of replies 

mentioned how the sounds of the sea 
was particularly affecting. This became 
a conceptual theme for the entire 
piece. The idea of the sea is explored 
within the four movements, and three 
connecting interludes, both literally 
and metaphorically. 

Overture sees all performers onstage 
introducing themselves individually; 
Walter Walzer is a lop-sided waltz, 
as if dancing on a rocking deck of 
a ship; Hyper-Hornpipe is a brief 
and somewhat crazed dance, with 
additional collaging percussive 
‘objects’ ricocheting against the main 
musical material; Only the Stars will 

i. Overture - Sea Interlude 1 - ii Walter Walzer - Sea Interlude 2 - iii Hyper-Hornpipe - Sea Interlude 
3 - iv. Only the Stars will guide us home

Concerto Grosso

guide us home alternates slow moving 
‘adrift’ chorales with semi-improvised 
solos for piano and lever harp, before 
the current gradually pulls the 
material towards the reassuring lights 
of the shoreline.

©Joe Cutler



Antonio Vivaldi (1678 – 1741)

Grace Williams (1906 – 1977)

Flute Concerto in F major, “La tempesta di mare”
Allegro – Largo – Presto

Sea Sketches
High Wind - Breakers - Calm Sea in Summer

For nearly 800 years, on Ascension 
Day, the citizens of Venice took to 
their boats and gondolas, dressed in 
their most beautiful attire, and rowed 
out into the Adriatic Sea in a glittering 
procession. At the head was the 
Bucentaur – the gilded, fabulously-
carved state barge from which the 
Doge would throw a consecrated gold 
ring, symbolically wedding Venice to 
the sea. The sea was Venice’s defence, 
its foundation, and – in its golden age 
– the source of its vast trading wealth. 
Its floods, its humours, its bounty and 
its terrifying storms were all simply 
facts of life to a Venetian of the 18th 
century. 

Antonio Vivaldi was no seafarer, but 
he was certainly a born Venetian. He 
became a priest in 1703, and spent 

Grace Williams grew up in the seaside 
resort of Barry, and she never lost 
her love of the sea. “I’ve lived most 
of my life within sight of the sea, and 
I shall never tire of looking at it and 
listening to its wonderful sounds”, she 
told an interviewer towards the end of 
her life. “It must have influenced my 
music – its rhythms and long flowing 
lines and its colours must have had an 
effect, not just on my sea music, but 
on other works not directly associated 
with the sea”. Yet in 1944, when she 
completed her five Sea Sketches for 
string orchestra, her nearest body of 
open water was Hampstead Heath 
Ponds; she was living in a rented flat 

nearly three decades working at 
the extraordinary institution – part 
convent, part music college – known 
as the Conservatorio dell’ Ospedale 
della Pietà. Dubbed il prete rosso (the 
red priest) for his hair colour, his skill 
as a violinist shaped his compositions 
and, in Italy at least, overshadowed 
them – the playwright Goldoni 
described him as “excellent jouer 
de violon et compositeur médiocre”. 
Posterity has tended to disagree. 

This brilliant flute concerto – one of 
six published in around 1728 by Le 
Cène of Amsterdam – is one of several 
different works that Vivaldi called La 
tempesta di mare: “The Storm at Sea”. 
There could hardly be a more Venetian 
subject: scales are hurtling waves, and 
the flute is simultaneously the racing 

on Willow Road, North London, while 
she worked as a music teacher in 
Camden.  

 In 1945 she would return to her native 
Wales, and her beloved seascapes; for 
now, though, the Sea Sketches were 
the culmination of a musical career 
that had begun as a violinist in family 
chamber music, and had taken her to 
study first with Vaughan Williams at 
the Royal College of Music in London, 
and then with Schoenberg’s disciple 
Egon Wellesz in Vienna. And anyone 
who knows the Welsh coast can 
hear, from the very first bar, that Sea 
Sketches is drawn from life. Williams 

gale and the swirling foam. (Of course, 
the eye of the storm is rather gentler). 
“I have heard [Vivaldi] boast that he 
has composed a concerto, in all its 
parts, faster than a copyist could write 
it out” recalled the French traveller 
Charles de Brosses: unsurprisingly, 
this one feels as if the ink is still fresh 
upon the page. 

© Richard Bratby

dives straight in with the bracing 
cross-rhythms of High Winds; Breakers 
is a brilliant, foam-flecked scherzo, 
before Williams floats towards the 
horizon in the radiant Calm Sea in 
Summer – a luminous vision of peace, 
created at a time when V1 rockets 
were raining down on London, with 
more than a hint of Williams’s time 
in Vienna. She dedicated the score 
“to my parents, who had the good 
sense to set up home on the coast of 
Glamorgan”.  

© Richard Bratby



George Frederic Handel (1685 – 1759)

Water Music – A Selection from Suites No.2 & 3
Allegro - Alla Hornpipe - Sarabande - Rigaudon - Allegro - Lentement - Bourrée - Menuets I & II - Minuet

Public regard for King George I was 
at rock-bottom in 1717.  The former 
elector of Hanover had been on the 
throne for almost three years, but 
he obstinately refused to speak any 
English, had fallen out with his wife 
and family – he was not on speaking 
terms with his son, the Prince of 
Wales – and made no disguise of 
his preference for the company of 
his mistress, Madame Schulenberg, 
nicknamed The Maypole, and his half-
sister, dubbed the The Elephant. 

In those days there were no spin-
doctors around to massage public 
perceptions – even so it was thought 
wise at court that an event of general 
jollification in the capital might divert 
the populace and boost the royal 
image.  A spectacular water party on 
the Thames with plenty of ceremonial 
music seemed just the thing. 
Handel, who’d served George as 
Kapellmeister at Hanover, now a 
resident of London, was the natural 
choice to supply the latter. Friedrich 
Bonet, a Prussian diplomat in London, 
recorded a vivid account of the 
festivities on July 17, which began at 
about 8pm as George boarded the 
royal barge at Whitehall, bound for 
Chelsea, and ended when he got back 

to St James’s at 4.30 the next morning.  
“Next to the King’s barge,” wrote Bonet, 
“was that of the musicians, about 50 
in number, who played on all kinds 
of instruments – trumpets, horns, 
hautboys (oboes), bassoons, German 
flutes, French flutes, violins and 
basses”.  It was a calm and warm night, 
and Bonet noted that “the number of 
barges and above all of boats filled 
with people desirous of hearing was 
beyond counting”. 

He also observed that the King was 
well pleased with Handel’s music: 
“His Majesty approved of it so greatly 
that he caused it to be repeated 
three times in all, although each 
performance lasted an hour – namely 
twice before and once after supper.” 

Out of the complete “Water Music” 
three suites have come down to us 
for scaled-down orchestras where the 
lapping of the Thames’ waters is not 
obligatory.  Handel could well have 
used earlier unpublished material for 
the pageant, so there may have been 
more.   

The suite in F is particularly 
memorable for taking on board two 
horns – instruments whose call would 

have been put to great effect across 
the river.  The suite in D reinforces the 
ceremonial impact by adding trumpets 
to the horns.  The third suite, in G, is 
for more modest forces, featuring 
the flute, recorder and bassoon, and 
was probably intended for an indoor 
chamber performance. 

In Handel’s grand ceremonial style 
the opening “Allegro” is scored for 
full strings and wind.  The following 
“Hornpipe” is one of the most popular 
movements and features the trumpets 
and horns prominently.  Following the 
“Hornpipe” is one of the most popular 
movements and features the trumpets 
and horns prominently.  Following 
the “Minuet”, the “Lentement” is a 
graceful movement for full strings and 
wind.  The pieces closes with a lively 
“Bourree” which contracts wind and 
strings and is played three times. 

© Richard C Yates



2020-23 Crisis, 
Recovery 
and Renaissance 
campaign
The Covid-19 pandemic has created 
a financial emergency for Sage 
Gateshead. In 2020/21. 80% of our 
income was affected, and we had 
to adapt our organisation. We have 
weathered the storm thanks to the 
support of many generous people 
and organisations, and the investment 
from Arts Council England and DCMS. 
Our sincerest thanks to you all.

Looking ahead, the impact of the 
pandemic will be felt deeply. We are 
determined to play a proactive role 
in our region’s recovery. Meanwhile, 
operational and financial challenges 
continue, with our box office and 
trading income set to be half of that in 
a pre-Covid year. This year, we again 
need to raise £1 million through our 
Crisis, Recovery and Renaissance 
campaign, to ensure we can continue 
to share world-class music by 
artists from all genres, support our 
communities’ health and wellbeing, 
and create vital artist development 
and inspiring educational 
opportunities. If you’d like to help Sage 
Gateshead, please donate online on 
www.sagegatehead.com/support or 
get in touch with 
Natalie.Heath@sagegateshead.com.

Public Funding

Trust and Foundation Supporters

Ambache Trust, The Barbour Foundation, Barclays 100x100 UK COVID-19 
Community Relief Fund,Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and 
Northumberland, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, Foyle Foundation, Garfield Weston 
Foundation, The Hadrian Trust, The John Horseman Trust, Kavli Trust, The Marchus 
Trust, Netherton Park Trust, Percy Hedley 1990 Charitable Trust, PRS Foundation, 
Roy and Pixie Baker Charitable Trust, Sir James Knott Trust, St Nicholas’ 
Educational Trust, Vardy Foundation, W A Handley Charity Trust, Youth Music.

North Music Trust is 
a registered charity 
(No. 1087445). 

Platinum Corporate Partners

Bronze Corporate Partners 
Adkins & Cheurfi, Northern Elevator, Pioneer Foodservice, Zerolight

Gold Corporate Partners

We want to sincerely thank our 
Founding Patrons, Founding 
Endowment Donors, Principal 
Partners, RNS Supporters, Friends 
of RNS, Sage Circle members and 
Sage Supporters as well as all our 
Sage Gateshead Ambassadors, 
Champions, Promoters, Advocates, 
Affiliates and Associates and 
everybody who has supported 
our 2020-23 Crisis, Recovery and 
Renaissance campaign through 
ticket top-ups and donations.

Silver Corporate Partners

Henry Colbeck



Future Concerts 
Join us for more great music with Royal Northern Sinfonia 
and visiting artists this season. More concerts are being 
announced regularly, so keep an eye out for updates.

Book Now at sagegateshead.com

Newcastle Chamber Music 
Society: Marmen Quartet
Saturday 12 March
7.30pm | Sage Two

RNS & MishMash 
Productions: Chasing Dots
Sunday 13 March
1.30pm & 3.30pm | Sage Two

RNS: Eric Lu Plays Beethoven
Friday 25 March
7.30pm | Sage One

The Hallé
Friday 1 April
7.30pm | Sage One

RNS: An English Coronation
Friday 8 April
7.30pm | Sage One


